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Abstract 

In recent years, the Big Bang as described by the Lambda CDM-Standard Model Cosmology has 

become widely accepted by majority of physics and cosmology communities. But the 

philosophical problems remain, as Vaas pointed out: Did the universe have a beginning or does it 

exist forever, i.e. is it eternal at least in relation to the past? This fundamental question was a main 

topic in ancient philosophy of nature and the Middle Ages, and still has its revival in modern 

physical cosmology both in the controversy between the big bang and steady state models some 

decades ago and in the contemporary attempts to explain the big bang within a quantum 

cosmological (vacuum fluctuation) framework. In this paper we argue that Neutrosophic Logic 

offers a resolution to the long standing disputes between beginning and eternity of the Universe. 

In other words, in this respect we agree with Vaas, i.e. it can be shown: “how a conceptual and 

perhaps physical solution of the temporal aspect of Immanuel Kant’s „first antinomy of pure 

reason“ is possible, i.e. how our universe in some respect could have both a beginning and an 

eternal existence. Therefore, paradoxically, there might have been a time before time or a 

beginning of time in time.” By the help of computational simulation, we also show how a model 

of early Universe with rotation can fit this new picture. Further observations are recommended. 

 

Keywords: Big Bang, Steady state, rotating universe, fluid, singularity-free, cosmology model, 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the Big Bang as described by the Lambda CDM-Standard Model Cosmology has 

become widely accepted by majority of physics and cosmology communities. But the 

philosophical problems remain, as Vaas pointed out: Did the universe have a beginning or does it 

exist forever, i.e. is it eternal at least in relation to the past? This fundamental question was a main 

topic in ancient philosophy of nature and the Middle Ages. Philosophically it was more or less 

banished then by Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. But it used to have and still has its 

revival in modern physical cosmology both in the controversy between the big bang and steady 
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state models some decades ago and in the contemporary attempts to explain the big bang within a 

quantum cosmological framework.  

Interestingly, Vaas also noted that Immanuel Kant, in his Critique of Pure Reason (1781/1787), 

argued that it is possible to prove both that the world has a beginning and that it is eternal (first 

antinomy of pure reason, A426f/B454f). As Kant believed he could overcome this „self-

contradiction of reason“ („Widerspruch der Vernunft mit ihr selbst“, A740) by what he called 

„transcendental idealism“, the question whether the cosmos exists forever or not has almost 

vanished in philosophical discussions. [3] 

 

In this paper we will take a closer look at Genesis 1:2 to see whether the widely-accepted notion 

of creation ex-nihilo is supported by Hebrew Bible or not. It turns out that Neutrosophic Logic is 

in agreement with Kant and Vaas’s position, it offers a resolution to the long standing disputes 

between beginning and eternity of the Universe. In other words, in this respect we agree with Vaas: 

“how a conceptual and perhaps physical solution of the temporal aspect of Immanuel Kant’s „first 

antinomy of pure reason“ is possible, i.e. how our universe in some respect could have both a 

beginning and an eternal existence. Therefore, paradoxically, there might have been a time before 

time or a beginning of time in time.”[3] 

 

In the subsequent chapter we will discuss how to answer this question by the lens of hermeneutics 

of Sherlock Holmes. This is a tool of mind which we think to be a better way compared to critical 

hermeneutics.  

 

 What is Hermeneutics of Sherlock Holmes? 

One article suggests:1 

Holmes: “I have no data yet. It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. 

Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.” 

Far too often students of the Bible (and cosmology folks as well) twist verses to suit 

interpretations instead of formulating interpretations to suit what the verses say. 

Guide: Don’t approach your passage assuming you know what it means. Rather, use the 

data in the passage – the words that are used and how they fit together – to point you 

toward the correct interpretation. 

 

2. A closer look at Genesis 1:1-2 & implications 

One of the biggest mysteries in cosmogony and cosmology studies is perhaps: How to interpret 

properly Genesis chapter 1:2. Traditionally, philosophers proposed that God created the Universe 

out of nothingness (from reading “empty and formless” and “bara” words; this contention is called 

“creatio ex nihilo.”). Understandably, such a model can lead to various interpretations, including 

the notorious “cosmic egg” (primeval atom) model as suggested by Georges Lemaitre, which then 

led to Big Bang model.[18-20] Subsequently, many cosmologists accept it without asking, that 
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Big Bang stands as the most faithful and nearest theory to Biblical account of creation. But we can 

ask: Is that primeval atom model the true and faithful reading of Genesis 1:2?  

 

Let us start our discussion with examining key biblical words of Hebrew Bible, especially Genesis 

1:1-2. It can be shown that the widely accepted creation ex nihilo is a post-biblical invention, rather 

than as faithful reading of the verses. To quote Ian Barbour: “Creation out of nothing is not a 

biblical concept.”[4] 

 

Let us consider some biblical passages: 

 

 The literal meaning of Gen. 1:1, “bareishit bara Elohim.” This very first statement of the 

book of Genesis literally reads: ‘first’ and ‘beginning’ are reasonable alternatives for the 

Hebrew noun, reishit. Also note that in Hebrew, subjects and verbs are usually ordered 

verb-first (unlike English in which the subject is written first). If the verb and subject of 

this verse are reordered according to natural English grammar we read: [1] 

{In, When} {first, beginning} Elohim created… 

reishit: The noun, reishit, has as its root the letters, ראש (Resh -Aleph-Shin). Words 

derived from this root often carry the meaning of ‘primary’, ‘chief’, ‘begin’, ‘first’ or 

“first-in-line”, “head of”, and so forth. Harris’s Theological Wordbook of the Old 

Testament (TWOT) is more specific, namely, reishit means[1] 

“…first, beginning, choicest, first or best of a group. [Reishit is] a feminine noun 

derived from the root [Resh-Aleph-Shin], it appears fifty times in nearly all parts 

of the [Old Testament]. [Its] primary meaning is “first” or “beginning” of a 

series.” 

 

Accordingly, we can now retranslate bəreishit bara Elohim as “When first created 

Elohim”, or as we would render in English,[1] 

 

When Elohim first created… 

 

 Gen. 1:2, “And the earth had been.” In English this is easily handled by the past perfect 

tense (also called the pluperfect or the “flashback” tense). Likewise, if haytah in v 1:2 is 

translated as a past perfect verb, then verses 1:1-2 would read,[1] 

When Elohim first created the heavens and the earth, the earth had been … 

 

In this translation the universe, in some form or other, was already in existence when God 

executed His first creative act, the creation of light.  
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 A re-reading of Gen. 2:7 with Hermeneutics of Sherlock Holmes2 

If we glance at Gen. 2: 7, we see at a glance that man is made up of the dust of the ground 

(adamah) which is breathed by the breath of life by God (nephesh). Here we can ask, 

does this text really support the Cartesian dualism view?  

We do not think so, because the Hebrew concept of man and life is integral. The bottom 

line: it is not the spirit trapped in the body (Platonic), but the body is flowing in the ocean 

of spirit.  

 Let's look at three more texts:  

a. Gen. 1: 2, "The earth is without form and void, darkness over the deep, and the Spirit of 

God hovering over the waters." Patterns such as Adam's creation can also be encountered 

in the creation story of the universe. Earth and the oceans already exist (similar to adamah), 

but still empty and formless. Then the Spirit of God hovered over it, in the original text 

"ruach" can be interpreted as a strong wind (storm). So we can imagine there is 

wind/hurricane, then in the storm that God said, and there was the creation of the universe. 

See also Amos Yong [6], also Hildebrandt [15].  From a scientific point of view, it is well 

known in aerodynamics that turbulence can cause sound (turbulence-generated sound). 

And primordial sound waves are indeed observed by astronomers.  

b. Ps. 107: 25, "He said, he raised up a storm that lifted up his waves." The relation between 

the word (sound) and the storm (turbulence) is interactive. Which one can cause other. That 

is, God can speak and then storms, or the Spirit of God causes a storm. Then came the 

voice.  

c. Ezekiel. 37: 7, "Then I prophesy as I am commanded, and as soon as I prophesy, it 

sounds, indeed, a crackling sound, and the bones meet with one another." In Ezekiel it 

appears that the story of the creation of Adam is repeated, that the Spirit of God is blowing 

(storm), then the sound of the dead bones arises. 

The conclusion of the three verses above seems to be that man is made up of adamah which is 

animated by the breath or Spirit of God. He is not matter, more accurately referred to as spirit in 

matter.  

 

In other words, a close reading of Hebrew Bible seems to suggest that creation ex-nihilo is a post-

biblical invention. Other scholars have suggested an alternative concept, called creatio ex-materia, 

but many orthodox Christian scholars have raised objection to this notion, partly because the term 

                                                           
2 Check Eric McKiddie’s article: https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/trevin-wax/10-tips-on-solving-

mysterious-bible-passages-from-sherlock-holmes/ 
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seems to undermine God’s ultimate power and control of the Universe. Besides, the notion of 

creation ex-materia has been advocated by Mormon preachers. 

 

To overcome this problem, and based on what we learned recently, allow us now to come up with 

a new term: creation ex-rotatione (rotatione is a Latin word for “rotation)”. As we shall see in the 

next chapter, it is possible to come up with a physical model of early Universe with rotation, where 

the raw materials have been existed for long period of time, but suddenly it burst out into creation. 

And it seems to fit with Kant’s idea to resolve the dichotomy between finite past or eternal 

Universe. Furthermore, it can be shown that the model naturally leads to accelerated expansion, 

without having to invoke ad hoc assumption like dark energy or cosmological constant. 

 

 

3. A computational model of rotation in early Universe 

Our discussion starts from the fundamental question: how can we include the rotation in early 

Universe model? After answering that question, we will discuss how “turbulence-generated 

sound” can be put into a mathematical model for the early Universe. We are aware that the notion 

of turbulence-generated sound is not new term at all especially in aerodynamics, but the term is 

rarely used in cosmology until now. We shall show that 3D Navier-Stokes will lead to non-linear 

acoustics models, which means that a turbulence/storm can generate sound wave. 

 

It has been known for long time that most of the existing cosmology models have singularity 

problem. Cosmological singularity has been a consequence of excessive symmetry of flow, such 

as “Hubble’s law”. More realistic one is suggested, based on Newtonian cosmology model but 

here we include the vortical-rotational effect of the whole Universe.  

 

In other paper, we obtained an Ermakov-type equation following Nurgaliev [8]. Then we solve it 

numerically using Mathematica 11. An interesting result from that simple computational 

simulation is shown in the following diagram:[9] 
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Diagram 1. Plot of Ermakov-type solution for A=1, B=-10 (from [9]) 

 

 

From the above computational experiment, we conclude that the evolution of the Universe depends 

on the constants involved, especially on the rotational-vortex structure of the Universe. This needs 

to be investigated in more detailed for sure. 

 

One conclusion that we may derive especially from Diagram 1, is that our computational 

simulation suggests that it is possible to consider that the Universe has existed for long time in 

prolonged stagnation period, then suddenly it burst out from empty and formless (Gen. 1:2), to take 

its current shape with observed “accelerated expansion.”  

 

As an implication, we may arrive at a precise model of flattening velocity of galaxies without 

having to invoke ad-hoc assumptions such as dark matter. 

 

Therefore, it is perhaps noteworthy to discuss briefly a simple model of galaxies based on a 

postulate of turbulence vortices which govern the galaxy dynamics.  The result of Vatistas’ model 

equation can yield prediction which is close to observation, as shown in the following diagram:[14] 
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Figure 3. From Vatistas [14] 

 

Therefore, it appears possible to model galaxies without invoking numerous ad hoc assumptions 

such as dark matter, once we accept the existence of turbulent interstellar medium. The Vatistas 

model is also governed by Navier-Stokes equations, see for instance [14]. 

 

 

5. Neutrosophic Logic perspective and implications 

In the previous sections we have discussed how closer look at Gen. 1:1-2 leads to different scenario 

than the widely accepted creation ex-nihilo. This new scenario is quite in agreement with Kant’s 

idea that it is possible that the Universe has both finite history in the past and also eternal 

background.  We also discussed how such a mixed view can be modelled by introducing rotation 

in the early universe. 

Now there is an immediate question: Is this new look at the origin of Universe justifiable logically, 

or is it merely a compromised solution? 

So, in this chapter we will review Neutrosophic Logic, a new theory developed in recent decades 

by one of these authors (FS). 
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Vern Poythress argues that sometimes we need a modification of basic philosophy of mathematics, 

in order to re-define the redeemed mathematics; see [21]. In this context, allow us to argue in favor 

of Neutrosophic logic as one basic postutale, in lieu of the Aristotle logic which creates many 

problems in real world. 

In Neutrosophy, we can connect an idea with its opposite idea and with its neutral idea and get 

common parts, i.e. <A> /\ <nonA> = nonempty set. The common part of the uncommon things! 

It is true/real... paradox. From neutrosophy, all started: neutrosophic logic, neutrosophic set, 

neutrosophic probability, neutrosophic statistics, neutrosophic measure, neutrosophic physics, 

neutrosophic algebraic structures etc. 

It is true in restricted case, i.e. the Hegelian dialectics considers only the dynamics of opposites 

(<A> and <antiA>), but in our everyday life, not only the opposites interact, but the neutrals 

<neutA> between them too. For example: you fight with a man (so you both are the opposites). 

But neutral people around both of you (especially the police) interfere to reconcile both of you. 

Neutrosophy considers the dynamics of opposites and their neutrals. 

So, neutrosophy means that:   <A>, <antiA> (the opposite of <A>), and <neutA> (the neutrals 

between <A> and <antiA>) interact among themselves. A neutrosophic set is characterized by a 

truth-membership function (T), an indeterminacy-membership function (I), and a falsity-

membership function (F), where T, I, F are subsets of the unit interval [0, 1]. 

As particular cases we have: single-valued neutrosophic set {when T, I, F are crisp numbers in 

[0, 1]}, and interval-valued neutrosophic set {when T, I, F are intervals included in [0, 1]}. 

Neutrosophic Set is a powerful structure in expressing indeterminate, vague, incomplete and 

inconsistent information. See also [22]-[24]. 

To summarize, Neutrosophic Logic study the dynamics of neutralities. And from this viewpoint, 

we can understand that it is indeed a real possibility that the Universe has both initial start 

(creation) but with eternal background. This is exactly the picture we got after our closer look at 

Gen. 1:1-2 as discussed in the above section. 

In other words, our proposed term of “creatio ex-rotatione” has sufficient logical background. 

    

6. Advantages of “creation ex-rotatione” concept 

In the preceding section, we have discussed on how our proposed term of “creatio ex-rotatione” 

has sufficient logical background. 

Now, allow us to discuss some advantages of the proposed “creatio ex-rotatione” cosmology 

view over the Lemaitre’s primeval atom (which is the basis of Standard Model Cosmology). 

 

a. Avoid inflationary scheme. 

It is known that inflationary models were proposed by Alan Guth et al. (see [25][26]), in 

order to explain certain difficulties in the Big Bang scenario. But some cosmology 
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experts such as Hollands & Wald has raised some difficulties with inflationary model, as 

follows: 

 

“We argue that the explanations provided by inflation for the homogeneity, 

isotropy, and flatness of our universe are not satisfactory, and that a proper 

explanation of these features will require a much deeper understanding of the 

initial state of our universe.”[27] 

 

In our diagram plot above, it is clear that an early rotation model can explain why the 

Universe can burst out into creation in a very short period, without invoking ad hoc 

postulate such as inflation model.  

 

b. Explain accelerated expansion. 

As far as we know, one of the earliest models which gave prediction of accelerated 

expanding Universe is Carmeli’s Cosmological General Relativity.[29] 

But it has been shown by Green & Wald that for the large scale structures of the 

Universe, Newtonian model can give similar results compared to general relativity 

picture.[28]  

Furthermore, it seems that there is no quite clear arguments why we should accept 

Carmeli use of 5D metric model (space-time-velocity metric). In the meantime, in our 

rotating Universe model, we do not invoke ad hoc dimension into the metric. 

 

c. Explain inhomogeneity, breeding galaxies etc.  

Astronomers have known for long time, that the Universe is not homogeneous and 

isotropic as in the usual model. It contains of inhomogeneity, irregularity, clumpiness, 

voids, filaments etc, which indicate complex structures. Such inhomogeneous structures 

may be better modelled in terms of turbulence model such as Navier-Stokes equations, 

see also our early papers [11][12]. 

Furthermore, observations clearly suggest that matter ejected continuously in galaxy 

centers, which view is difficult to reconcile with Big Bang scenario of galaxy creation. 

According to Abdul Malek: 

 

“Ambartsumian suggested that material is dispersed/ejected from the galactic nuclei 

variously producing the intergalactic gas, the feature such as the spiral arms and/or giving 

birth to new galaxies or clusters of galaxies. Dispersion from compact (super-dense) 

sources at the galactic core for him, therefore, represented the fundamental dynamics of 

the universe. This is exactly the opposite of the view that the galaxies condensed from the 

diffuse clouds of gas produced from some events in the past as Big Bang and Steady State 

theories proposed. Ambartsumian of course was humble enough not to theorize about the 

nature of the compact source or how catastrophic ejection of matter/energy could take 
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place, simply noting that there was no known physical process that could cause such 

enormous events…. 

As suggested by Arp, it is possible that linear ejections of pairs of objects along the minor 

axis of the parent galaxy give rise to the companion galaxies, quasars, etc.; while ejections 

along the major axis are stopped close to the ejecting parent which then may form the spiral 

arms as Ambartsumian envisioned. Evidence for such a transformation had already been 

found in 1961 when the French astronomer G. Courtès discovered that proto-spiral arms 

seem to have been ejected from the center of the Seyfert galaxy NGC4258.”[2] 

 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper we argue that Neutrosophic Logic offers a resolution to the long standing disputes 

between beginning and eternity of the Universe. In other words, in this respect we agree with Vaas, 

i.e. it can be shown: “how a conceptual and perhaps physical solution of the temporal aspect of 

Immanuel Kant’s „first antinomy of pure reason“ is possible, i.e. how our universe in some respect 

could have both a beginning and an eternal existence. Therefore, paradoxically, there might have 

been a time before time or a beginning of time in time.”  

 

We argue that a close re-reading of Genesis 1:2 will lead us to another viable story from Lemaitre’s 

primeval atom model of early Universe, albeit this alternative has not been developed rigorously 

as LCDM theories.   

 

By the help of computational simulation, we also show how a model of early Universe with 

rotation can fit this new picture. And one conclusion that we may derive especially from Diagram 

1, is that it is possible to consider that the Universe has existed for long time in prolonged 

stagnation period, then suddenly it burst out from empty and formless (Gen. 1:2), to take its current 

shape with accelerated expansion. Such a possibility has never been considered before in 

cosmology literatures. 

 

It is our hope that our exploration will lead to more realistic nonlinear cosmology theories which 

are better in terms of observations, and also more faithful to Biblical account of creation. 
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